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Abstract Of interest in this work is the behavior of open-cell polymer foams under compression.
In a recent work by Del Piero and Pampolini (2012) a model coupling non linear elasticity and
viscosity was introduced to describe the response of a polyurethane foam subjected to uniaxial cyclic
compression. Non elastic effects of the response curves were attributed to the viscous properties
of the foam, while strain localization and hysterisis were attributed to the non convexity of the
strain energy density. But the model could not reproduce the response curves after the first loading-
unloading cycle. Here that model is extended by taking into account the damage of the foam. A
simple phenomenological one parameter damage law is used to describe the damage of the cell walls
occurring during the first loading cycle. An accurate identification procedure for the model constants
is also developed and the mutual role played by viscosity and damage on the foam deformation
evolution is discussed. Besides the one dimensional formulation, the model permits a precise analysis
of the main phenomena which have to be considered to describe the complex behavior of the foam.
Keywords Polymeric foams · cyclic behavior · non convex energy · linear viscosity · damage ·
Mullins effect
1 Introduction
Open-cell polymer foams are widely used in engineering systems because of their specific mechanical
properties. Their applications include energy absorbing components, seat cushions, packaging mate-
rial and lightweight composite sandwich structures. A complete review of the properties of various
types of foams can be found in the book of Gibson and Ashby [7].
The mechanical behavior of foam is basically studied under monotonic compression. In com-
pression experiments [10,29,31,32,34], various relevant phenomena were observed: the deformations
were localized in bands orthogonal to the loading direction and the response curve showed a large
hysteresis loop, rate dependence, and a softening phenomenon that consists in a gradual decrease of
strength during the cyclic loading.
With a view to relate the mechanical properties of foams to the characteristics of the microstruc-
ture, many authors introduced microstructural models (e.g. see [9,20,30,33]) in which the foam is
represented as a periodic structure based on the repetition of a basic cell composed of linear elastic
beams. Various basic cells as cubes [7], tetrahedrons [33] or dodecahedrons [17] were used. In the
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work by Gong and Kyriakides [9] the foam was modeled as a periodic structure of Kelvin cells elon-
gated in one direction and composed of shear-deformable linear elastic beams with a non-uniform
cross sectional area. It was shown that the basic cell has to accurately reproduce the characteristics
and the geometry of the microstructure to give a good description of the mechanical behavior of the
foams. X-ray tomography analysis [15] and Surface Evolver softwares [20] can possibly be used to
obtain more information about the microstructure and thus generate more realistic models. These
studies based on microstructural analyses established that the basic mechanical process giving rise to
strain localization results from the buckling of the cell struts. Significant insights into this behavior
were obtained in [11], where various post-buckling responses associated with deformation modes with
long wavelengths involving a group of cells or wavelengths of the order of the cell dimension, were
obtained under various loading conditions.
Developing a complete numerical simulation of a foam microscale deformation process is a chal-
lenging task [1], due to the complex microstructural geometry, the extremely large deformations, and
the contact which occurs between the collapsed struts. It is also difficult to include rate dependence
and stress softening effects in microstructural models.
In a different approach, strain localization and hysteresis were described in the context of non-
linear elasticity by assuming a non convex strain energy density [8,24]. The non-convexity of the strain
energy induces non uniqueness of equilibrium configurations under a given load. These configurations
can be associated to different phases of the material [6]. Extensions of these models including the
rate-dependent properties of foams have been presented in [3,27]. In particular, in the former work
the foam was represented as a chain, each element of which consisted of a non-linear elastic spring
connected in parallel to a linear visco-elastic element. The rheological model was completed by adding
a visco-elastic element set in parallel with the chain. But with that model major discrepancies still
remained between theory and experiments when considering the difference of the response curves
between the first and subsequent cycles.
The softening phenomenon observed in foams is reminiscent of the Mullins effect occurring in
filler-reinforced rubbers [21]. In the literature alternative models describing the stress softening ef-
fect occurring in rubbers as a form of damage have been proposed (e.g. see [2,4,5,19,22]). This
interpretation is used here for open cell foams, and the stress softening is attributed to damage of
the foam cell walls during first compression. The first contribution of the present study is to refine
the rheological model proposed by Del Piero and Pampolini [3] by introducing damage. The non
linear elastic springs are considered as damageable elements and extra damage variables and their
work-conjugated forces are introduced. Evolution of damage is controlled by only one parameter. In
spite of its simplicity the model gives a good picture of the transition between first and second cycle.
Due to the complex behavior of foams, the complete model requires a large number of mate-
rial constants to be experimentally identified. The second contribution of the present study is the
construction of an identification process that combines qualitative analysis with optimization meth-
ods. The identification process here developed have permitted the numerical simulations carried out
simultaneously with the present work in [3]. The validity of the model is evaluated by comparing
numerical simulation results and experimental data for a set of complex loading cycles.
In Section 2, we review some experimental results, showing that reproducing the experimental
response needs to include non linear elasticity, viscosity and damage. In Section 3, the model is
constructed stepwise. The model based on the use of non linear elastic springs introduced in [24] is
first briefly recalled. The viscoelastic elements developed by Del Piero and Pampolini [3] are added,
and the damage is then included. Section 4 deals with the numerical implementation of the model,
Section 5 describes the procedure developed to identify the material constants, and the numerical
simulation results are discussed and compared with various experiments in Section 6.
2 Response to uniaxial compression cycles
The experimental force/elongation curves of open-cell polymer foams subjected to compression loads
show a characteristic path composed of a first almost linear branch, followed by a long plateau and
a second ascending branch. During the plateau regime, deformation localized in bands orthogonal
to the loading directions is observed [24,31,32]. This localization phenomenon is due to the gradual
buckling of the cell walls. When all the cell walls have collapsed, the foam is compacted and the
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Fig. 1 Cyclic test after resting periods. Force versus displacement curves obtained on a virgin sample (a) and
on the same sample after resting periods of 2 days (b) and 17 days (c) (velocity 5 mm/min)
resistance to further compression increases, resulting in the second ascending branch of the response
curve. At unloading, instead of following the initial loading path the response describes a large
hysteresis loop.
An increase in the loading velocity results in an overall upward shift of the response curves.
This effect is more pronounced during loading than at unloading and the residual deformation is
found to be almost independent of the loading velocity [34]. The viscous properties of the foam play
a significant role even in the response at small amplitude cyclic tests. In the work by Del Piero
and Pampolini [3] small amplitude loading-unloading cycles with intermittent holding periods were
carried out on open-cell polyurethane foam. The occurrence of stress relaxation effects corresponding
to the holding periods confirmed the viscous behavior of the foam.
On the contrary, the significant strength reduction effects observed in high amplitude cyclic
compression tests can not be entirely attributed to the viscous properties of the foam. To clarify this
point, cyclic compression experiments on open-cell polyurethane foams 1 were performed. Most of
the experiments presented here were available in [3,23,24]. They are re-interpreted in the present
work since the previous model were unsatisfactory.
Figure 1a shows the response curves 2 to four high amplitude loading-unloading cycles made
on a virgin sample. Note that the strength reduction, which is significant between the first and
second cycles, becomes negligible after five or six cycles (see also [10]). The initial strength is not
fully recovered after few days of rest. In particular, by comparing the response curves on the virgin
specimen (Figure 1a) and those recorded after a two-day rest (Figure 1b) it can be observed that
1 All experiments were conducted on a open-cell polyether urethane foam with a density of 27 kg/m3 and
manufactured by Chemical Resine SAS (Lissone, Italy).
2 In all figures, Deformation denotes the prescribed displacement divided by the initial thickness of the sam-
ple, and Stress denotes the measured force divided by the initial cross-section area of the sample. Compression
deformation and force are taken to be positive.
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after two-day of rest the loading curve of the first cycle reaches the plateau at a lower value of the
force. However, we observe that the curves of the second cycle in Figure 1b almost coincide with
the third-cycle curves obtained on the virgin sample. This means that only the first cycle made on
the virgin sample causes a permanent strength reduction. After a further 17-day rest (Figure 1c), no
significant changes in the response curves were observed.
In the model presented below, the strength reduction is attributed to damage.
3 The model
3.1 The non linear elastic model
In this section we briefly recall the purely non linear elastic model by Pampolini and Del Piero [24],
where both strain localization and hysteresis are described in the context of non linear elasticity.
The foam is divided in horizontal layers of cells and each layer is represented as a non linear
elastic spring, so that the entire foam is represented as a chain of N springs. Each spring has a non
convex (double well) strain energy density, and this implies that, for the force in a specific range
of values, each spring has two stable equilibrium configurations corresponding to two phases of the
material. The two phases stand for the stages in the foam which occur before the cell walls collapse,
when voids are present, and after the walls have collapsed, when the cell is compacted.
Let us consider the chain subjected to the hard device condition
N∑
i=1
εi = Nε0 , (1)
where εi is the deformation of the i-th spring and ε0 is the total prescribed deformation. The basis
are rigid and the horizontal friction effects are negligable. Assume that all the springs have the non
convex strain energy density w [24]
w(εi) = wa(εi) + wb(εi) ,
wa(εi) = c (1 + εi)m
( 1
m+ 2
(1 + εi)2 − 1
m
)
+ γa , (2)
wb(εi) =
1
2
α (1 + εi)2 − µ log(1 + εi) + β
√
pi
2
√
k
erf
(√
k(1 + εi − a)
)
+ γb ,
where erf (·) is the error function3 and c,m, µ, β, k, a are positive constants, which role will be dis-
cussed in Section 5, and the constants
α = µ− β exp(−k(a− 1)2),
γa =
2c
m(m+ 2)
, (3)
γb = −12(µ− β exp(−k(a− 1)
2))− β
√
pi
2
√
k
erf(
√
k (1− a)) ,
are determined by the condition that both the strain energy and the force must be equal to zero in
the reference configuration ε = 0. Note that the strain energy is composed of two terms: wa that
describes the behavior of the foam cell at low values of deformation, before the collapse of the cell
walls, and wb that describes the behavior at high values of deformation when the cell is compacted.
The expression for the force
σei (εi) = σa(εi) + σb(εi) ,
σa(εi) = c (1 + εi)m−1((1 + εi)2 − 1) , (4)
σb(εi) =
(
µ− β exp(−k (a− 1)2))(1 + εi)− µ1 + εi + β exp(−k(1 + εi − a)2) ,
is obtained by differentiation of Eq. (2). The graphs showing the energy w and the force σ versus
the deformation ε are given in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively.
3 The error function is defined as follows: erf(x) = 2/(
√
pi)
R x
0
exp(−t2) dt
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Fig. 3 The model.
3.2 The viscoelastic model
During the identification process, the analysis of the experiments showed the need of distinguishing
the overall viscosity of the foam from that of the cells. Viscous effects are included in the model by
adding two dissipative elements to the chain of the springs: one element is added to each spring in the
chain, and another one is connected in parallel to the whole chain. From the mechanical viewpoint,
the internal dissipative elements reproduce the viscous properties of the cells while the external ones
reproduce the viscous properties of the bulk foam.
The model is presented in a general formulation in [3], based on a constitutive law for the dis-
sipative elements of the Boltzmann Volterra type. Here the single internal and external dissipative
elements are replaced by respectively J and H Maxwell elements set in parallel, see Figure 3.
Let us consider the system subjected to the hard device condition (1). We take σdij to denote the
force in the j-th Maxwell element of the i-th internal dissipative element, and σvh to denote the force
in the h-th Maxwell element of the external dissipative element. The total forces in the internal and
external dissipative elements are denoted by σdi and σ
v, respectively. The constitutive laws for the
dissipative elements can be written as follows:
σdi =
J∑
j=1
σdij , σ
v =
H∑
h=1
σvh , (5a)
σ˙dij + pj σ
d
ij = kj ε˙i , σ˙
v
h + ph σ
v
h = khε˙0 , (5b)
where kj , kh, pj , ph are positive constants, and the dot denotes time differentiation.
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The total force σ is the sum of the force σc acting on the chain and the force σv acting on the
single external dissipative element
σ = σc + σv , (6)
and since the force σc is the sum σei + σ
d
i for all the elements, we have
σ = σei + σ
d
i + σ
v i ∈ {1, . . . N} . (7)
3.3 The viscoelastic model with damage
The experiments in cyclic compression presented in Section 2 show that a strength reduction in the
response curve at loading is observed after the first cycle and that this strength reduction is not
recovered after some days of rest. This effect is here attributed to a damage phenomenum. Damage
occurs in the first loading process during progressive collapse of the cell. Once the cell walls are
damaged, a lower force suffices to crush the cells and a lower stress level is therefore reached at the
plateau in the subsequent loading cycles.
This idea is introduced into the model by taking the non linear elastic springs to be damageable
elements. As described in Section 3.1, the strain energy density of the springs is the sum of the
two terms wa and wb that characterize the behavior at low and high deformations, respectively.
According to continuum damage mechanics theory (e.g. see [18]), we can express the strain energy
density of the i−th damageable non linear spring in term of the undamaged strain energy densities
wa and wb as follows:
w(εi, di) = (1− di)wa(εi) + wb(εi) , (8)
where the internal variable di ∈ [0, 1] is a scalar referred as the damage variable and (1 − di) is
a reduction factor which has been suggested by Kachanov [16]. Note that in Eq. (8), we take the
reduction factor to affect only wa. This simplification is motivated by the results of the experiments
shown in Figure 1, where the main differences in the response curves between the first and the
subsequent cycles concern the behavior before cell wall collapse and the stress level reached in the
plateau.
By differentiation of the strain energy density with respect to the deformation εi and the damage
variable di, one obtains the expression of the force σei and of the thermodynamic force fi work-
conjugated to the damage variable, respectively
σei =
∂w(εi, di)
∂εi
= ((1− di)σa(εi) + σb(εi)) .
fi = −∂w(εi, di)
∂di
= wa(εi) .
(9)
Note in Eq. (9)a that if the spring is fully damaged (d = 1), the contribution of σa vanishes and the
spring offers low resistance to initial crushing but still the same resistance to large compression.
The softening effect described in Section 2 is reminiscent of the Mullins effect observed in filled
reinforced rubber. A large number of models have been proposed in the literature to describe the
Mullins effect as a form of damage with different assumptions for the damage law and the damage
criterion, see [4]. In one simple class of models based on the works by Gurtin and Francis [12] and
Simo [28], damage is assumed to be function of the maximal deformation attained over the past
history. Here we adapt this idea for open-cell polymer foams, and we define the following damage
criterion
φi = εi(t)− αi(t) ≤ 0 αi(t) := max
s∈(0,t)
εi(s) , (10)
with the damage functions φi. For φi < 0 no evolution of damage occurs, and at φi = 0, αi evolves
only in the case of loading εi > 0. For the damage variable di, we take a simple discontinuous
evolution law
di =
{
d¯ if αi(t)− ε2 ≥ 0
0 otherwise
(11)
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Fig. 4 (a) Graph (w′, εi) of a undamaged (square marks) and a damaged (circle marks) spring. (b) Response
curves of the model to two loading-unloading cycles with maximal deformation εmax, when the rate-dependent
effects are neglected.
where 0 < d¯ < 1 and ε2 is the strain at which the thermodynamic force fi, that is identical to
wa, reaches its maximum value, see Figure 2a. Note in Figure 2b that ε2 corresponds to the local
minimum of the response curve of the spring. The evolution law (11) expresses the idea that the
damage occurs when the deformation of the spring reaches the second ascending branch for the first
time. In Section 5, the value of d¯ will be identified from the experimental cyclic response curves.
In order to illustrate and clarify the effects of damage on the springs and on the response curves,
we give:
– on Figure 4a the graph (σ, ε) for a damaged and an undamaged spring.
– on Figure 4b the response curves of the chain to two loading-unloading cycles with maximal
deformation εmax, when rate dependence is neglected. The area in gray shows the dissipation
energy due to damage.
Del Piero and Pampolini [3] showed that for the chain in Figure 3 subjected to the deformation
process t → ε0(t), stable4 solutions are those in which each spring deformation εi satisfies the
condition
∂2w(εi, di)
∂ε2i
+
J∑
j=1
kj > 0 , (12)
for all t. Denote with (εL, εH) and with (ε¯L, ε¯H) the deformation values that satisfy (12) as an equality
with di = 0 and di = d¯, respectively5. The stability condition (12) is therefore satisfied for εi in the
intervals {0 ≤ εi < εL, εi > εH} and {0 ≤ εi < ε¯L, εi > ε¯H} in the case of virgin and damaged
springs, respectively. Since ε¯L > εL and ε¯H < εH, the damage law here introduced has the effect of
increasing the amplitude of the interval of εi that satisfy the stability condition (12), see Figure 4a.
As it will be shown in Section 6 this effect plays a crucial role in the evolution of the deformation
during a cyclic process.
In Figure 4b we show the response of the model to two loading-unloading cycles with maximal
deformation εmax, when the deformation is applied sufficiently slowly so that the rate-dependent
effects can be neglected. In this case, the response curves are constructed as in the purely elastic case
presented in [24]. Starting from the initial homogeneous configuration εi = 0 , ∀i, the system follows
the first ascending branch till the force reaches the value σmax. At this point, the homogeneous
configuration becomes unstable and the springs progressively pass from the low-deformation phase
(εi = ε1) to the high deformation phase (εi = ε2). When the total imposed deformation ε0 overcomes
the value ε2 all the springs have changed phase and for further increase of the deformation the system
4 Stability with respect initial data perturbation is considered.
5 Here we assume that the material constants are taken so that there are always two distinguished deformation
values that satisfy condition (12) as an equality.
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follows the second ascending branch. At unloading one observes the same behavior but the change of
phase starts when the force reaches the value σmin. In the second cycle since the springs are damaged,
the response curve at loading differs from that of the first cycle. In particular:
– the slope of the first ascending branch decreases;
– the changes of phase occur at a lower value of force, σ¯max;
– in the plateau we still have the progressive change of phase of the springs but the springs in
high-deformation phase have deformation ε¯2.
At unloading, the response curve does not change in the second cycle, and therefore a reduction of
the amplitude of the hysteresis loop is observed.
In the case of interest here where both viscous effects and damage are taken into account, the
response of the model can be computed via numerical simulations by using the approximation pre-
sented in the following Section.
4 Numerical implementation
4.1 Numerical approximation
For a given deformation process t → ε0(t), the evolution problem consists in finding the force σ(t)
and for each element the deformation εi(t), which satisfy equations (1), (4), (5), (7) and (9)a for all
t, under given initial conditions εi(0) = 0, σdij(0) = 0, σ
v
h(0) = 0.
By differentiation of (7), the relation
σ˙(t) = σ˙ei (t) + σ˙
d
i (t) + σ˙
v(t) , (13)
follows, and by using relations (4), (5) and (9)a, we obtain
σ˙(t) = ke(εi(t))ε˙i(t) +
J∑
j=1
(
kj ε˙i(t)− pjσdij(t)
)
+
H∑
h=1
(khε˙0(t)− phσvh(t)) , (14)
where
ke(εi) = µ− β exp(−k (a− 1)2) + µ (1 + εi)−2
− 2 k β(1 + εi − a) exp(−k(1 + εi − a)2)
+ c (1− di) (1 + εi)m
(
m+ 1− (m− 1)(1 + εi)−2
)
. (15)
An approximate numerical solution is obtained with a classical time discretization tn = n∆t (where
∆t is the time step) and assuming the strain rates ε˙i to be constant in each interval. Once the
solution has been determined up to time tn, the rates (σ˙(tn), ε˙i(tn)) can be computed by solving the
linear system
σ˙(tn) = Qiε˙i(tn) +Ani , i = 1, 2, ...N , (16a)
N∑
i=1
ε˙i(tn) = Nε˙0 , (16b)
where
Qi = ke(εi(tn)) +
J∑
j=1
kj , (17a)
Ai =
H∑
h=1
(khε˙0 − phσvh(tn))−
J∑
j=1
pjσ
d
ij(t
n) . (17b)
The system (16) has a unique solution if the matrix R
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R =

Q1 0 0 . . . −1
0 Q2 0 . . . −1
0 0 Q3 . . . −1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 1 1 . . . 0
 , (18)
is not singular. If we consider an initial homogeneous configuration where all Ai and Qi are the same
for all i, there exists a time interval (0, t¯) in which the unique solution of the system (16) is the
homogeneous solution
ε˙i = ε˙0 σ˙ = Qiε˙0 +Ai .
This solution becomes unstable at the time t¯ at which all coefficients Qi become zero. In this case,
a stable solution, in which the deformation localizes at a single spring, can be obtained by assuming
a slight dispersion of the data (see [3] for details).
To compute this localized solution numerically the differential equations (5) are discretized using
an explicit Euler scheme. Preliminary tests with various methods (Runge-Kutta, Heunn) showed
that the simple Euler method was convenient. Then the following non linear system is obtained and
solved in terms of the unknowns (σ(tn+1), εi(tn+1)),
σ(tn+1) = σ(tn) + σei (εi(t
n+1))
+
J∑
j=1
(
kj(εi(tn+1)− εi(tn)) + (1− pj∆t)σdij(tn)
)
+
H∑
h=1
(
kh(ε0(tn+1)− ε0(tn)) + (1− ph∆t)σvh(tn)
)
,
(19a)
N∑
i=1
εi(tn+1) = Nε0(tn+1) . (19b)
The numerical procedure used can be summarized as follows. At each time step, compute the
determinant of the matrix of coefficients in the system (16); if the determinant has not changed sign
since the previous time step, solve the linear system (16). Otherwise, a change of phase is assumed
to have occurred in one spring, and the solution is obtained by solving the non linear system (19)
with a Newton-Raphson algorithm.
4.2 Number of elements and time steps
The numerical scheme presented in the previous Section was implemented in a Matlab environment,
and loading-unloading cycles with different time steps ∆t and different elements number N were
computed. The results are shown in Figure 5. Table 1 gives some details about the computational
times.
As in the purely elastic model [24] by increasing the number of elements one obtains smoother
response curves, i.e. the amplitudes of the stress jumps occurring during the phase transitions de-
crease as shown in Figure 5a. These oscillations become negligible when a chain of 120 elements is
used.
In the cyclic test simulations, the time step ∆t = 0.03 s was adopted. Taking a larger time step
would generate significant errors in the discrete approximation of the solution at the end of the first
cycle (see Figure 5b). In the simulation of the resting periods with duration up to two days, two time
steps were used: ∆t = 0.03 s during the first 30 min and ∆t = 10 s thereafter. Small time steps are
necessary during the first few minutes to account for the fast relaxation effects of the foam. A second,
larger time step makes it possible to reduce the computational time. Details about the computational
time involved in various tests are presented in Table 2. The numerical method proposed here was
also used in [3].
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Fig. 5 Simulation of a loading-unloading cycle with various numbers of elements N in (a) : 30 (square marks),
60 (triangle) and 120 (circle) for ∆t = 0.03 s; and with various time steps ∆t in (b) : 0.3 s (square), 0.03 s
(circle) et 0.01 s (triangle), for N = 120.
Table 1 Influence of the number of elements N and of the time step ∆t on the computational time in the case
of a loading-unloading cycle at 5 mm/min with a maximum deformation of 0.7 (duration of the experiment:
14 min).
N ∆t Computational time
30 0.03 s 1 min 15 s
60 0.03 s 1 min 40 s
120 0.03 s 2 min 38 s
120 0.01 s 8 min
120 0.3 s 22 s.
Table 2 Computational time involved in various simulations (N = 120).
Test Duration of the experiment Computational time
One cycle 14 min 2 min 38 s
Four cycles 56 min 11 min 40 s
Resting periods 2 days 24 min
5 Identification of the material constants
5.1 Identification of the viscosity constants
Relaxation tests were performed in order to identify the parameters kj , pj , kh, ph of the dissipative
elements. In the identification procedure, we take into account the initial step of the relaxation
experiments, i.e. the loading ramp used to reach the prescribed deformation value at which relaxation
starts6. The results of a 10-day relaxation test at ε0 = 0.7 are shown in Figure 6. Note that a rapid
decrease in the force occurs during the first few minutes, followed by a long relaxation, which is still
not complete 10 days later.
6 We carried out relaxation tests with the same loading ramp velocity used in the cyclic tests (5 mm/min)
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Fig. 6 Comparison between the experimental relaxation curves (full lines) and the model ones (dashed lines)
with the parameters given in Table 4. Prescribed deformation ε0 = 0.7 obtained by applying a loading ramp
at a speed of 5 mm/min.
There are two series of Maxwell elements in the model: those located inside the chain, and those
in the single dissipative element located outside the chain. For the prescribed deformation ε0 = 0.7,
the cells are totally compressed, the deformation is almost homogeneous and the relaxation effect is
the sum of the contributions of the two series of Maxwell elements. The total force σ in a relaxation
process with the maximum deformation ε¯ and the crosshead speed ˙¯ε can be written as follows:
σ(t) = σei (ε¯) +
J+H∑
j=1
Kj exp(−pj t) , for t > ε¯/ ˙¯ε , (20)
with
Kj =
kj
pj
˙¯ε
(
exp
(
pj
˙¯ε
ε¯
)
− 1
)
,
and kj , pj are the material constants of the internal Maxwell elements for j ≤ J , and those of the
external Maxwell elements for j > J .
In order to identify the parameters of the viscoelastic elements, the experimental curve was
approximated with a sum of exponentials. The inelastic parameters (Kj , pj) were obtained by mini-
mizing the functional
F (Kj , pj) =
L∑
i=1
y(ti)− J∑
j=1
Kj exp (−pj ti)
2 , (21)
where y(ti) = y˜(ti)− σei (ε¯), and (ti, y˜(ti)) are L points taken on the experimental relaxation curve.
J is the minimum number of exponentials required to obtain a satisfactory picture of the relaxation
curve. J is usually quite small (two or three), but in the present case, the description of relaxation
effects including short and large time scales was found to require at least five exponentials.
Before using optimization algorithms, we made a preliminary estimate of the parameters. For this
purpose, two methods were considered: a geometrical method [13] based on a logarithmic graphic
analysis of the relaxation curve, and the Prony method [26].
In the first case, the curve (t, ln y) is plotted, and its final part is fitted with a straight line. The
slope and the value at the origin determine p1 and K1, respectively. The first exponential can thus be
identified and the curve (t, ln y¯), with y¯ = y−K1 exp(−p1 t), can be plotted. Repeating the procedure
on this curve gives an estimate of the coefficients of the second exponential. The coefficients of the
other exponentials are determined in the same way.
The Prony method is more precise. The 2J coefficients (Kj , pj) are obtained by making the sum
of exponentials to cross through 2J equidistant time points on the experimental curve. This gives
the system of 2J non linear equations
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Table 3 Convergence of the Hooke and Jeeves method (3320 points on the experimental curve).
J Iter. F Computational time
3 578 6.1× 10−3 2 min
4 2458 4.4× 10−4 10 min
5 2001 3.3× 10−5 11 min
Table 4 The material constants of the Maxwell elements identified on the relaxation curve at 5 mm/min
j kj [kPa] pj [s−1] hj
1 0.99 9.64× 10−7 0
2 1.09 3.13× 10−5 1
3 1.81 1.04× 10−3 0
4 5.25 1.20× 10−2 1
5 34.8 9.41× 10−2 0
K1 +K2 + · · ·+KJ = y(0)
K1 u1 +K2 u2 + · · ·+KJ uJ = y(λ)
K1 u
2
1 +K2 u
2
2 + · · ·+KJ u2J = y(2λ)
...
K1 u
J−1
1 +K2 u
2J−1
2 + · · ·+KJ u2J−1J = y((2J − 1)λ) ,
(22)
where uj = exp(−pj λ) and λ is the time step. The idea here is to transform the system (22) to two
systems of J linear equations. This can be done by taking the sum of exponentials to be the solution
of the homogeneous difference equation
y((J + L)λ) + C1y((J + L− 1)λ) + C2y((J + L− 2)λ) + . . .
+ CLy(L) = 0 , L = 1, 2, . . . , J . (23)
This is a linear system in terms of the unknowns CL. Then −pj are the roots of the characteristic
polynomial
pL − C1pL−1 − C2pL−2 − · · · − CL = 0 . (24)
Once pj have been determined, the system (22) reduces to a system of J linear equations in terms
of the unknowns Kj . Details of this procedure are given in [26].
For the optimization algorithm, a gradient method with optimum parameter (with parabolic
estimate) was tested, but an accurate determination of the optimum parameter turned out to be
difficult to achieve and this method was therefore excluded. On the contrary, the simple and robust
Hooke and Jeeves method [14] turned out to be highly efficient and gave satisfactory results in a quite
short computational time (see Table 3). Consequently the identification of the viscous parameters,
i.e. the minimization of (21), is conducted by using the Hookes and Jeaves method with a good
initial condition obtained with the Prony method. This procedure was applied here to the relaxation
experiment and it was shown that five exponentials, with the parameter values given in Table 4,
reproduce the relaxation curve satisfactorily at both small and large times, as shown in Figure 6.
The relaxation test makes it possible to characterize the five Maxwell elements, but it does
not provide any information about their distribution between the internal and external dissipative
elements. This information is obtained by the analysis of the response under uniaxial compression.
Five parameters hj , which determine the contribution of each Maxwell element to the internal and
external dissipative elements, were introduced. It was assumed that hj can take only two values:
“ 1 ” if the Maxwell element belongs to the internal dissipative element and “ 0 ” if it belongs to the
external one. Different distributions of the five Maxwell elements give response curves with different
slopes in the plateau regime, see Figure 7. A good picture of the slope of the response curve in the
plateau regime was obtained with the values of hj given in Table 4. These values correspond to
taking two Maxwell elements in the internal dissipative element and three in the external one.
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Fig. 7 Simulation results of a loading-unloading cycle for different distribution of the Maxwell elements among
the internal (hj = 0) and external (hj = 1) dissipative elements: square marks for hj = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0); circles for
hj = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0) and triangles for hj = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0). The sequence of j− follows that used in Table 4.
5.2 Identification of the elastic constants
The constants (c, µ, m, β, k, a) of the non linear elastic springs are identified on loading-unloading
cyclic experiments, taking the constants of the Maxwell elements to be those identified in the relax-
ation experiments and given in Table 4.
Before starting the identification procedure, we analyzed the role of each constant on the response
curve (σe, ε) of the non linear spring. It can be seen from Figure 8 that:
– c determines the initial slope and the value of the local maximum, Figure 8a;
– µ determines the second ascending branch, Figure 8b;
– m determines the descending branch, the position and the value of the local maximum, Figure 8c;
– when β increases, σe decreases when ε ' a, Figure 8d;
– k determines the slope of the curve when ε ' a, Figure 8e;
– a determines essentially the position of the local minimum, Figure 8f.
Note in (4) that the last term of σb is a Gaussian function characterized by the constants a, β and
k; a and β determine the position and the value of the peak, respectively, and k determines the
standard deviation.
After this preliminary analysis, the identification procedure was performed on numerical simula-
tions of a complete loading-unloading cycle using the model with 120 elements and a time step of
0.03 s (see Section 4.2). The values of the constants of the viscoelastic elements are those given in
Table 4. The values of the elastic constants were identified on the average response curve of three
loading-unloading tests obtained with a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. The following procedure was
used for this purpose:
1. select c to obtain the initial slope of the experimental curve;
2. select m (with c fixed) to obtain the appropriate value of the force at the beginning of the plateau
regime;
3. select µ (with c and m fixed) to obtain the appropriate value of the force at the end of the loading
process (ε = 0.7);
4. perform an optimization routine with the Hooke and Jeeves method to determine the values of a
β and k.
The results obtained with this identification procedure are shown in Figure 9a, and the values of the
elastic constants are given in Table 5.
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Fig. 8 Influence of the elastic parameters on the graph (σe, ε).
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Fig. 9 (a) Result after the identification of the elastic constants (dashed line: experiments; full line: model).
(b) First and second cycle response curves with three different values of the damage parameter d¯: 0.7 (dashed
line), 0.5 (full line), and 0.3 (dashed-dotted line).
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Table 5 The values of the elastic constants
c = 85 kPa m = 15 µ = 2.5 kPa a = 0.4 β = 3.3 kPa k = 18
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Fig. 10 Numerical simulations (full lines) and experiments (dotted lines) for four cycles of loading and un-
loading.
5.3 Identification of the damage parameter
The value of d¯ was identified from the experimental cyclic response curves obtained at a speed of 5
mm/min. In Figure 9b, we show the results of the simulation of two loading-unloading cycles with
three different values of d. A satisfactory picture of the cyclic behavior was obtained with d¯ = 0.5, see
Figure 10. The introduction of damage not only determines the decrease of the force in the plateau,
but also reduces the length of the plateau in agreement with the experimental data. However, one sees
that in the simulations the value of the stress in the plateau at unloading is slightly underestimated.
6 Numerical simulations
6.1 Progressive mixing of the two phases
A picture of the localization phenomenon is given in Figure 11, where the deformation of the 120 ele-
ments in the chain is shown at eight different steps in the response curve during a cyclic compression
simulation.
In the first almost linear part of the curve the deformation of the chain is homogeneous (see
step A). From step A to step D, in the plateau, the localization of the deformation can be clearly
observed. At B and C, two separate zones corresponding to the two phases of the foam are charac-
terized by deformation values of around 0.08 and 0.6, respectively. When all elements have changed
phase, they have almost the same value of deformation (step D). At unloading for ε0 = 0.45, the
deformation of each element of the chain stays close to ε0 with values ranging between 0.35 and 0.5
(step E). When the prescribed deformation decreases, a phase transition occurs, and at ε0 = 0.12
(step F), the elements are again divided into two groups, corresponding to the two phases of the
material. At the beginning of the second cycle (step G), all the elements are in the low deformation
phase with slightly different values of deformation. In the plateau, the behavior is very different from
what observed during the first cycle. The heterogeneity of the deformation does not take the form
of two separate zones, but that of a single diffuse non homogeneous zone (step H). These differences
are experimentally observed, see Figure 12.
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Fig. 11 Evolution of the deformation in the chain of 120 elements during the simulation. A, D, E and G
are single phase configurations, while B,C, F and H are two phase configurations. Note in B,C and F the two
separate blocks.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 12 Deformation of a open-cell polyurethane foam in the first (a) and second (b) loading cycle for the
same value of the total prescribed deformation ε0 = 0.45, corresponding to step C and step H in Figure 11,
respectively. In (a) we can distinguish an high-deformation region at the plate ends and a low-deformation
region in the center. In (b) the two regions are not clearly detectable.
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Fig. 13 Simulation results of the deformation of the 120 elements at the end of the first cycle (a), and at
loading for ε0 = 0.45 in the first and in the second cycle (b). Square and circular marks distinguish the solutions
with or without damage, respectively. Dashed lines in (a) show the total residual deformation after the first
cycle.
Similarly to the elastic case [24], in the first cycle the initial configuration is homogeneous, and
so all elements reach the instability condition Qi = 0 at the same time. At this point one element
changes phase and the others stay grouped at a lower value of deformation. Two blocks of elements
are therefore created. When the prescribed deformation increases, other changes of phase occur and
the number of elements in the high deformed block increases.
In the subsequent cycles, a different scenario is observed because of damage. To illustrate this
point we show in Figure 13 the deformation of the 120 elements at different stages of the loading
process for the two cases with and without damage.
As shown in Figure 13a, the residual deformation at the end of the first loading-unloading cycle
(point G in Figure 11) is not homogeneously distributed on all the elements: elements have a differ-
ent residual deformation because of their different deformation history (phase changes occurred at
different instants of the loading cycle). In the second cycle, since the starting configuration is not
homogeneous, the elements reach the instability condition one by one (see [3] for details) and during
phase changes the elements in the low deformation phase do not have the same value of deformation.
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This effect is due to the viscous character of the response (the Maxwell elements) and it is magnified
by damage, see Figure 13a.
In Figure 13b we compare the deformation of the elements at loading for ε0 = 0.45 in the first
cycle and in the second cycle (points C and H in Figure 11) with and without damage. Without
damage, only small differences are observed between first and second cycle. The elements in the low
deformation phase have the same deformation in the first cycle, while they take slightly different
values of deformation in the second cycle. But in both cases, there are no elements with deformation
values in the interval [0.07, 0.54], and there is the same number of elements in the two phases. As
discussed in Section 3.3, damage enlarges the interval of the spring deformation values that satisfy the
stability condition (12). For this reason, a different distribution of the total prescribed deformation
on the damaged elements is observed in the second cycle in Figure 13b. Only few elements are in the
low deformation phase and there exist elements with deformation values between 0.2 and 0.54.
The differences between steps C and H in Figure 11 are therefore due to the interaction of viscosity
and damage. Without viscosity, the system would return to the initial homogeneous configuration at
the end of each loading-unloading cycle. During phase changes both at first and subsequent cycles
the elements would be grouped into two blocks characterized by two distinct values of deformation.
Without damage, the interval of deformation values in which the elements are stable would not
change after the first cycle, so that the differences in the distribution of the deformations between
the first and the subsequent cycles could not be distinguished.
The fact that in the model the localization of deformation occurs first at the bottom of the chain
is an artifact due to the numerical scheme, because this model cannot predict where phase change
will occur. A more detailed evolution of phase changes can be obtained by taking into account for
non local effects with long-range linear springs, as shown in [25] in the case of shape memory alloys.
The construction of the model and the identification of the material constants were conducted
on a series of basic cycles. In the following sections, we will test the ability of this model to describe
the behavior of the foam under non standard loadings.
6.2 Loading-unloading cycles with different amplitudes
In Figure 14, the results of numerical simulations (left column) of three loading-unloading cycles
with different amplitudes are compared with the corresponding experimental data (right column).
Note that in all three tests, the model predicts the significant strength reduction between the
first and subsequent cycles observed in the experiments. In particular, one sees in Figure 14c that
the simulation reproduces fine details such as the change in the curvature of the response curve at
the second cycle for ε0 = 0.3. This effect is due to the damage introduced on the non linear elastic
springs. At the end of the first loading for ε0 = 0.4, some springs are in the high deformation phase
and are therefore damaged. In the subsequent cycles the damaged springs change phase for lower
values of force, so that at ε0 = 0.3 all the damaged springs have already changed phase and only
undamaged springs are in the low deformation phase. At this point the change of phase is temporally
stopped and the response curve rises up till the values of force necessary to start the change of phase
of the undamaged springs are reached.
In all the simulation results the value of the force in the plateau at unloading is slightly under-
estimated. This discrepancy was foreseen as it was already observed during the identification of the
material constants, see Figure 10.
As described in Section 3.3, we used a simple discrete evolution law for the damage parameter d,
so that the elements have only two stages: undamaged (d = 0) or damaged (d = d¯). The evolution
of damage in the foam is therefore uniquely described by the number of damaged elements. When
cycles of constant amplitude are applied, damage occurs only in the first loading process during the
changes of phase of the springs. The amplitude of the cycle determine the number of elements that
undergo damage and so the dimension of the damaged area. The convenient fit between theoretical
and experimental results for various maximum deformation amplitudes is a first validation step of
the model.
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Fig. 14 Loading-unloading cycles with different amplitudes. Numerical simulations (a), (c), (e), and experi-
ments (b), (d), (f).
6.3 Loading-unloading cycles with resting periods
The numerical simulations of the cyclic compression tests with two-day and 17-day resting period
described in Section 2 are shown in Figure 15. It can be noted that the simulations capture the
following features of the experimental response curves:
– the stress value (4 kPa) in the plateau and the plateau length of the first loading cycle;
– the stress value (8 kPa) reached at the end of the first loading process;
– the values of the residual deformation observed at the end of each loading-unloading cycle;
– the response curves obtained with 17-days resting period match those obtained after two days.
However, there is a major discrepancy between simulations and experiments in the response in
the subsequent cycles. The curves at re-loading approach that obtained in the first cycle faster in the
simulations than in the experiments. At ε = 0.4, the stress difference between the first and second
loading curve is about 0.2 kPa in the simulations, while it is almost 1 kPa in the experiments. This
discrepancy, probably due to a restoring effect, needs to be investigated in more detail.
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Fig. 15 Cyclic tests after a two-day resting period (a), (b) and a 17-day resting period (c), (d). Numerical
simulations (a), (c), and experiments (b), (d).
6.4 Complex loading-unloading cycles
Complex tests with various combinations of loading, unloading, relaxation and resting periods were
simulated. The results of the numerical simulations (on the left), and the experimental curves (on the
right) are compared in Figure 16. All the simulations were conducted with the same set of parameters
specified in Section 5.
The first simulation (Figure 16a) consisted of two series of four loading-unloading cycles of dif-
ferent amplitudes separated by a resting period of 25 s. In the first series of four cycles, some
characteristics of the experimental curves cannot be found in the simulations: the plateau regimes
almost disappear after the first cycle, and a considerable difference between the first unloading curve
and the subsequent ones is observed. On the other hand, the response during the second series of
four cycles is accurately simulated. The first loading curve shows two plateau regimes separated by
an ascending branch, and all the unloading curves are very close to each other.
Two simulations of cyclic tests with different amplitudes including relaxation periods are shown
in Figures 16c, 16e. Comparisons with the corresponding experimental data presented in the right-
hand column (Figures 16d, 16f) show that the model predicts the behavior of the foam subjected to
complex loading processes. In particular:
– the shape of the hysteresis loops are reproduced in both large and small amplitude cycles;
– the last loading curve ends on the first loading curve;
– the small vertical segments corresponding to the relaxation periods are captured.
The model allows to clarify the role played by non-linear elasticity, viscosity and damage in the
complex behavior of foam. For example in Figure 16 the small hysteresis loop and the small vertical
segments are due to the viscous properties of the foam, the large hysteresis loops is described by the
non convex strain energy density, and the change in shape of the loading curve as the number of
cycle increases is due to damage.
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Fig. 16 Complex loading-unloading cycles. Numerical simulations (a), (c), (e), and experiments (b), (d), (f).
7 Summary and conclusions
In this paper the behavior of an open-cell polymer foam subjected to uniaxial compression cycles
was studied. The analysis of key experimental tests show the importance to take into account for
non linear elastic, viscous and damage effects to model the response of the foam.
The corresponding model is presented in this paper by extending the model by Del Piero and
Pampolini [3] with introduction of damage. A special care has been devoted to the identification
procedure for the material constants, and to the validation of the model on non standard loadings.
Of particular interest is the ability of the model to capture fine details of the foam behavior, as
the response to complex loadings and the differences of the foam deformation evolutions between
the first and the subsequent loading processes. In spite of its academic character (one dimensional,
discrete, accounting only for linear viscous behavior), this model gives useful insights on how non-
linear elasticity, viscosity and damage can be combined to describe the behavior of open-cell foams.
The main perspective of this work will be to introduce non linearity on the viscosity.
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